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Phenomenological hypothesis
The process likes to ‘fit things into a small box’, therefore 
energetically advantageous product will be favoured 

Statistical guide for products outside of energy yield is crustal 
abundance, since driving processes are ubiquitous (friction, 
fracture, compression, cavitation, sound, electrical discharge etc.) 

Process likes to reduce input materials to Alpha particles 

Products are largely Alpha conjugate nuclei including Alphas, with 
Carbon, Oxygen, Silicon, Calcium etc. very common 

Energetic Alphas can lead to transmutation 

Production of protons and tritium due to fermionic nuclei - other 
fermionic nuclei, for example are favoured (23Na, 27Al, 61Ni, 
207Pb) as they don’t easily fit in the small box condensate https://sciencenotes.org/abundance-of-

elements-in-earths-crust-periodic-table-and-list/



LeClaire / Nanospire Lead

Mark LeCalire said in 
interview on smart scarecrow 
show it was easier to make 
lead than to make gold.

• Must ‘burn' Carbon first 
< 55% carbon, Fe + higher appears 

• Alpha steps

https://youtu.be/Ce3vqlIGxvk?t=2h14m3s
https://youtu.be/Ce3vqlIGxvk?t=2h14m3s
https://youtu.be/Ce3vqlIGxvk?t=2h14m3s
https://youtu.be/Ce3vqlIGxvk?t=2h14m3s


S. V. Adamenko Lead - Proton 21 Labs
Fig. 5: 
 
Results of local 
analyses of the element 
composition in 277 
copper (Cu mass. 
99.99 %) accumulating 
screens, each of them 
was used in the 
experiment with 
copper target of the 
same purity. 
 
The method of 
investigation is X-ray 
electron probe 
microanalysis 
(REMMA102 device, 
element detection 
range is from Na to U). 

Source

http://www.americanantigravity.com/files/articles/Proton-21-Interview.pdf
http://www.americanantigravity.com/files/articles/Proton-21-Interview.pdf


Langmuir

1909 onwards: 

“Gas release from a W filament in a couple of days 7000 times its own volume 
of gas was released. There was a possibility that some of the gasses came 
from water vapour from glass and gasses from the vacuum system.”

"The water vapour of molecules in contact with the hot filament produced a 
volatile oxide of tungsten and the hydrogen was liberated in atomic form.”

https://chavascience.com/en/hydrogen/langmuir-excess-energy-from-hydrogen

https://chavascience.com/en/hydrogen/langmuir-excess-energy-from-hydrogen
https://chavascience.com/en/hydrogen/langmuir-excess-energy-from-hydrogen


Experimental Attempts to Decompose 
Tungsten at High Temperatures (1922)
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https://lenr.wiki/index.php/Wendt_/_Irion:_Experimental_Attempts_to_Decompose_Tungsten_at_High_Temperatures_-_1922
https://lenr.wiki/index.php/Wendt_/_Irion:_Experimental_Attempts_to_Decompose_Tungsten_at_High_Temperatures_-_1922


Experimental Attempts to Decompose 
Tungsten at High Temperatures
“positively identified was the strong yellow line of helium.”

“The appearance of helium and the absence of hydrogen is interesting for two reasons. In the 
first place, it seems to dispose of the objection that the helium arose from gas remaining in 

the wire, for in that case hydrogen should also have been visible, for it was probably originally 
present in the wire in much larger quantity than was helium. In the second place, if the helium 

does arise from a decomposition of the tungsten atoms, the absence of hydrogen is also 
interesting because the atomic weight of tungsten is exactly 46 times the atomic weight of 

helium*, and Rutherford was also unable to detect hydrogen from the bombardment 
with alpha-rays of carbon, oxygen, magnesium, silicon, and sulfur, whose weights 
are multiples of 4, though he did detect it with boron, nitrogen, fluorine, sodium, 

phosphorus and aluminum, whose weights are not such multiples.

* neutron not proposed until May 1932 by James Chadwick



Discharge driven transmutation of W 
by Simon Brink

Tungsten electrodes and water subject 
to momentary capacitor discharge 

Simon Brink - ICCF21

Elemental analysis of Tungsten electrodes 
subject to capacitor discharge with water 

Simon Brink - ICCF21

Increases in Si, Ca, Ti, V and Cr in addition to production of 
Fe, Cu, Zn, Zr, alongside Decreases in the proportion of W

HHO

https://youtu.be/PIfXAbozNqU?t=996
https://youtu.be/PIfXAbozNqU?t=996
https://youtu.be/PIfXAbozNqU?t=998
https://youtu.be/PIfXAbozNqU?t=998


Exchange reactions 
with Oxygen
Since 2018, I have been volunteering along 
with Phillip Power in New Zealand, on behalf of 
the MFMP, to build a Low Energy Nuclear 
Reaction [LENR] calculator that is free for the 
community to use. 

You can find it at nanosoft.co.nz. It was initially 
based on net-energy yielding reactions, with 
and without cold neutrino data that was 
supplied by Dr. Alexander Parkhomov, fellow of 
the Russian Academy of Science.

http://www.nanosoft.co.nz/
http://www.nanosoft.co.nz/


 

youtu.be/AZfQQyJG6KI

HHO

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/253351242_Anomalous_Energy_Generation_during_Conventional_Electrolysis
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/253351242_Anomalous_Energy_Generation_during_Conventional_Electrolysis
https://youtu.be/AZfQQyJG6KI
https://youtu.be/AZfQQyJG6KI


Grounding 01 Urutskoev et. al.
Urutskoev - Exploding Ti in water produced 

Transmutation of Titanium (mostly 48Ti) to 
Na, Mg, Al, Si, K, Ca, V, Cr, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn 

'Ball lightning’ (spectra Ti, Fe (even very 
weak lines were detected), Cu, Zn, Cr, Ni, 
Ca, Na.) - Synthesised material transported 

‘Monopole’ detection 

Detected “Strange Radiation” 
and “Condensed Plasmoid”
Source: bit.ly/3jsHO1W

HHO

https://fondationlouisdebroglie.org/AFLB-274/aflb274p701.pdf
https://fondationlouisdebroglie.org/AFLB-274/aflb274p701.pdf


2006

Source: bit.ly/3ju7cEv

Grounding 02

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/237305544_On_the_Possible_Magnetic_Mechanism_of_Shortening_the_Runaway_of_RBMK-1000_Reactor_at_Chernobyl_Nuclear_Power_Plant
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/237305544_On_the_Possible_Magnetic_Mechanism_of_Shortening_the_Runaway_of_RBMK-1000_Reactor_at_Chernobyl_Nuclear_Power_Plant


Grounding 02 Paramagnetic bound states
Theory is that paramagnetic nuclei can capture magnetic charge and these can 
stimulate nuclear reactions - Oxygen is a good example. 

“A study of the elemental composition of the post-accident fragments of graphite 
blocks from the fourth unit of the Power Plant, considerable islets of Al, Si, Na, and 
U were found within the graphite depth, although it is well known that highly pure 
graphite is used in reactors.” 

“A number of eyewitnesses including the members of the Government 
Commission have noted that the glow observed above the ruined reactor during 
the first days after the accident was unnaturally coloured.29 This fact can be easily 
explained within the framework of interaction of magnetic monopoles with excited 
atoms, which shifts the electronic levels of optical transitions,32,33 giving rise to a color 
spectrum unusual for the human eye.”

Source: bit.ly/3ju7cEv

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/237305544_On_the_Possible_Magnetic_Mechanism_of_Shortening_the_Runaway_of_RBMK-1000_Reactor_at_Chernobyl_Nuclear_Power_Plant
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/237305544_On_the_Possible_Magnetic_Mechanism_of_Shortening_the_Runaway_of_RBMK-1000_Reactor_at_Chernobyl_Nuclear_Power_Plant


Grounding 03 Bogdanovich et. al.
In plasma flow discharge experiments, observed 

production of spherical and toroidal plasmoids 

long lived plasmoids + 
groups in crystal-like structure 

monopole like radiation, confirmed in beam-line

HHO

Fig. 5. A film with traces. 
The most visible traces are marked in white

Source: bit.ly/3BrjxQ1
Fig. 6. Experimental scheme in the synchrotron of LPI 

(Lebedev Physical Institute). 
1 - an X-ray film; 2 - a magnet deflecting the electron 

beam; 3, 4, 5 - sections of the conversion target.

Fig. 7. Bremsstrahlung tracing. A white circle marks 
"birds". On the right there is an enlarged image.

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1742-6596/1238/1/012055/pdf
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1742-6596/1238/1/012055/pdf


Monopole - Inferred field strucutre

Perevozchikov N.F et. al.

Bogdanovich

http://www.biophys.ru/archive/congress2012/proc-p26-d.pdf
http://www.biophys.ru/archive/congress2012/proc-p26-d.pdf


Bogdanovich et. al. 
National Research Nuclear University MEPhl

“A stream of particles (presumably electrons), which causes air 
to glow (a similar pattern is observed after the emission of 

electrons from the electron source or their injector through the 
foil), is emitted from the surface. After 10–20 s, this stream is 

formed into a set of several rings (5 or 6) of the same 
diameter, which rotate around both their own and 

common axis parallel to the plane (horizontal) (Fig. 7).” 
Bogdanovich, B. Y., Volkov, N. V., Len’, N. A., & Nesterovich, A. V. (2019). Video Recording of 
Long-Lived Plasmoids near Objects Exposed to Remote and Direct Effects of High-Current 

Pinch Discharges. Technical Physics, 64(4), 465–469. doi:10.1134/s1063784219040066 

Video Overview

Fig. 6. A luminous toroidal object 
that performs translational 

and rotational motion over the 
surface of the electrode.

https://sci-hub.se/10.1134/S1063784219040066?subid1=20210831-1138-15f4-98ac-f74d9a5d1df0
https://sci-hub.se/10.1134/S1063784219040066?subid1=20210831-1138-15f4-98ac-f74d9a5d1df0
https://sci-hub.se/10.1134/S1063784219040066?subid1=20210831-1138-15f4-98ac-f74d9a5d1df0
https://sci-hub.se/10.1134/S1063784219040066?subid1=20210831-1138-15f4-98ac-f74d9a5d1df0
https://sci-hub.se/10.1134/S1063784219040066?subid1=20210831-1138-15f4-98ac-f74d9a5d1df0
https://sci-hub.se/10.1134/S1063784219040066?subid1=20210831-1138-15f4-98ac-f74d9a5d1df0
https://sci-hub.se/10.1134/S1063784219040066?subid1=20210831-1138-15f4-98ac-f74d9a5d1df0
https://sci-hub.se/10.1134/S1063784219040066?subid1=20210831-1138-15f4-98ac-f74d9a5d1df0
https://youtu.be/TO-X58PfqIU
https://youtu.be/TO-X58PfqIU


Ken Shoulders on EVOs - 2010
“Now electrical engineering does not let charge disappear, but it does in 

this multiple toroidal form, you see an EVO, is a cluster, it's one way of thinking 
of it, of electrons and you know and physics says, yeah, well, you can get Cooper 

Pairs at two, Muons [207 × electron], and maybe Tauons [3477.48 × electron] 
beyond that… they are all just clusters of electrons of a larger size - but heck, they 

rarely go above the 100s and I see them into the billions worth - no trouble at all. So 
I am working with a WAY upscale class of guys.” 

… 
“It enshrouds stuff, this is all written in some of these things on the web. When it 

enshrouds things, it can allow them to disappear, it does make atoms 
disappear in my laboratory work, well that’s interesting, you know, because, 

when they disappear, I can transport all this stuff through to somewhere 
else, and it reappears. That’s teleportation. So, it does that, very nicely.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cooper_pair
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cooper_pair
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tau_(particle)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cooper_pair
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cooper_pair
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tau_(particle)


Ken Shoulders on EVOs - 2010
It’s written in the ‘law’ that says this [said in a parrot like monotonous voice] 

CHARGE IS CONSERVED | MASS IS CONSERVED | ENERGY IS CONSERVED 
E=mc2 … and all hitched together. 
WRONG - just - DEAD WRONG 

Cause I can take one of these funny little particles and change its charge from actual 
measurement, this is no handwaving thing. I can measure it with an instrument, I can 
do it any day you want to - you can change it over a billion to one (1,000,000,000:1) 

and still have it visible. 
The heck of it is, I can still keep reducing the charge to where it becomes an item that 

WALKS RIGHT THROUGH THINGS. 
… 

Finally, one day, it showed up, I was shooting through metal. It shouldn’t be able to 
transmit that particle, charged, through that piece of metal. It did it, no problem - 

violation of physics - fundamental, nasty violations, so…

https://steemit.com/steemstem/@mfmp/kenneth-radford-shoulders-extras-transcript
https://steemit.com/steemstem/@mfmp/kenneth-radford-shoulders-extras-transcript


Takaaki Matsumoto, 1997 
Electro-Nuclear Collapse experiments 

The experiments shown in Table 1 were carried out with a thin lead metal wire 
electrode (diameter of 1 mm), inserted in ordinary water solution. 

Copper plates were used for a reference box electrode as well as for 
monitoring plates. Discharges were made under a pulsed AC mode of 120 V. 

The products on the copper plates were examined by a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) and the elements were analysed with energy dispersive X-

ray spectroscopy (EDX). 
- MATSUMOTO Takaaki, ICCF-7, Vancouver, (1998)

Table 1: 
Experimental 

Conditions

HHO



Eruption of 
Carbon from 
Pb ball



Eruption of 
Carbon from 
Pb ball



Eruption of Carbon from Pb ball



Eruption of Carbon from Pb ball



Takaaki Matsumoto

FUSION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY VOL. 40 JULY 2001

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hR2BbF-hXcZQvGZsQ6qPxc4JDzXEzz_F/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hR2BbF-hXcZQvGZsQ6qPxc4JDzXEzz_F/view?usp=sharing


Project OHMA
Ohmasa Vibrator Transmutor 
Dr. Ryushin Ohmasa 

Observation 
Bob Greenyer

Matsumoto, T. (1993). Observation of Meshlike 
Traces on Nuclear Emulsions during Cold 
Fusion. Fusion Technology, 23(1), 103–113. 
doi:10.13182/fst93-a30125 

Comparative image: 
Dr. Felix Scholkmann 

https://youtu.be/4u2u2S6zqp0
http://youtu.be/zF9enAUHI6E
https://youtu.be/4u2u2S6zqp0
http://youtu.be/zF9enAUHI6E
http://sci-hub.si/10.13182/FST93-A30125


Yull Brown (gas) radiation remediation
“The most startling claim by the inventor in the press is that the gas produced in 
his process can reduce nuclear and toxic waste to harmless carbon.” - 
Imagine Magazine (1988) 

1991/2 - Using a slice of radioactive Americium ... Brown melted it together 
on a brick with small chunks of steel and Aluminum ... After a couple of 
minutes under the flame, the molten metals sent up an instant flash in what 
Brown says is the reaction that destroys the radioactivity. Before the heating and 
mixing with the other metals, the Americium… registered 16,000 curies per 
minute of radiation.  Measured afterward by the [Geiger Counter], the mass of 
metals read less than 100 curies per minute, about the same as the background 
radiation in the laboratory where Brown was working. This experiment indicated 
a reduction of radiation in the order of over 99% - Clean Energy Review

HHO

http://www.rexresearch.com/hyfuel/ybrown/4014777.htm
http://www.rexresearch.com/brown-haley/brown-haley.htm
http://www.rexresearch.com/hyfuel/ybrown/4014777.htm
http://www.rexresearch.com/brown-haley/brown-haley.htm




Ohmasa Vibrator Plates





Ohmasa vibrator plates





10 Minute exposure of Indium to Vibrator



The experiment

Experiment design
youtu.be/QqDeiX5QC5k 

https://youtu.be/QqDeiX5QC5k
https://youtu.be/QqDeiX5QC5k


OH radical self-masing?

Gas contained 0.28% atomic hydrogenCut through 10-Yen coin 
was ‘like a laser’ 

Gas contains OH radical  - 
wondered if it was masing 

Like langmuir, perhaps 
formation of metal oxides 
produces more atomic 
hydrogen

OHMA - Ohmasa Gas mass analysis 
by Tokyo Institute of Technology 



OH radical self-masing?

Slobodan Stankovic 
ICCF-22













2% Th+W

Without exposure to Ohmasa Gas



2% Th+W

E = 'W' order by MeV desc 
Cold neutrino off

www.nanosoft.co.nz/Fission.php 

Natural W 
isotopes

Without exposure to Ohmasa Gas

http://www.nanosoft.co.nz/Fission.php
http://www.nanosoft.co.nz/Fission.php


Carbon film







Explination?

https://sci-hub.se/10.1016/j.ces.2014.05.008
https://sci-hub.se/10.1016/j.ces.2014.05.008




Ti + Ohmasa Gas + PTFE







Close-up



  

Ti based 
Alpha 
conjugate 
nuclei



Solin Patent (1992)
“A superconducting nuclear condensate is a 
magnetic liquid metal nuclear fuel that 
generates energy with the generation of 
coherent radiation under conditions of 
nuclear phase transformations in the mass 
of the initial product and the combination of 
electromagnetic, gravitational and nuclear 
interactions in it.” 

“synthesis of elements from helium to iron and 
other heavier elements, in particular carbon, 
nitrogen, oxygen, potassium, calcium, sodium 
, aluminum, magnesium, silicon, iron,” 



Solin Patent
“The physical processes in this substance are similar to those that occur in a 
superfluid (superconducting) nuclear plasma. Neutron stars” 

Obeys laws of Bose condensate and acts as a classical coherent wave. 

Therefore, it is detected spontaneously (without chemical etching of the nuclear 
fusion product) due to the implementation of coherent (ultrafast, 
explosive) crystallisation. It consists of many fragments and dispersed 
areas in the form of ordered clusters of micro crystals, which are 
separated from each other by voids 

2001 patent has far clearer SEM images of SR and other features 

https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2002067270&tab=DRAWINGS
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2002067270&tab=DRAWINGS


Flourine based Alpha Conjugate nuclei

262
261

260



Flourine based Alpha Conjugate nuclei



Flourine based Alpha Conjugate nuclei

Single 
isotope

Multiple 
isotope



10 Yen coin





sci-hub.tw/10.1103/PhysRevLett.103.030401

Creation of Dirac Monopoles in 
Spinor Bose-Einstein Condensates 

youtu.be/S7ye_bYQgFw 

youtu.be/HSDoIf5FY2s 

Aalto University 

10 Yen coin vs 
Ohmasa Gas 

Project OHMA 
MFMP - 2019

2009

https://rgdn.info/en/chto_nesut_bogi_v_sumochkah

https://sci-hub.tw/10.1103/PhysRevLett.103.030401
https://sci-hub.tw/10.1103/PhysRevLett.103.030401
https://youtu.be/S7ye_bYQgFw
https://youtu.be/S7ye_bYQgFw
https://youtu.be/HSDoIf5FY2s
https://youtu.be/HSDoIf5FY2s


10 Yen coin 
Sulphur 
Synthesis



Indium vs 
Ohmasa Gas

Indium melting point 

156.6 °C



Indium vs 
Ohmasa Gas



Indium vs 
Ohmasa Gas



Indium vs 
Ohmasa Gas

Carbon film



Indium vs 
Ohmasa Gas



Conclusion

Ohmasa vibrator appears to be able to bring about transmutation to both 
fluids and metals in its environment, potentially providing a much needed 
solution to radioactively contaminated areas in the world 

Ohmasa Gas applied to metals appears to act as ‘instant LENR’ causing 
large scale transmutation of elements 

Since Ohmasa Gas appears to fission heavy elements, it should be suitable 
for treating dangerous products of the fission industry



Thankyou - Q&A

Alan Goldwater and MagicSoundLabs 

To all of the crowd researchers that made this possible 

To the generous donors, in particular to Charles and Sho that made this trip 
possible



When Proton Meets Monopole

John G. Cramer - 1983 
Center for Experimental Nuclear Physics and Astrophysics 

https://www.npl.washington.edu/AV/altvw01.html 

https://www.npl.washington.edu/AV/altvw01.html?fbclid=IwAR3ZbzP1Ga3lJEpFo21TDKCX-oUsnvnuY2-vnFCqj16IgFKCil2WxLk0n7I
https://www.npl.washington.edu/AV/altvw01.html?fbclid=IwAR3ZbzP1Ga3lJEpFo21TDKCX-oUsnvnuY2-vnFCqj16IgFKCil2WxLk0n7I

